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ABSTRACT

We investigate the relationship between reverse engineering
and program comprehension on the one hand, and software
process on the other. To understand this relationship, we select
one particular existing software process, extreme program-
ming (XP), and study the role played in it by program com-
prehension and reverse engineering. To that end, we analyze
five key XP practices in depth: pair programming, unit testing,
refactoring, evolutionary design, and collaborative planning.

The contributions of this paper are (1) the identification of
promising research areas in the field of program comprehen-
sion; (2) the identification of new application perspectives for
reverse engineering technology; (3) a critical analysis of XP
resulting in research questions that could help resolve some
of the uncertainties surrounding XP; (4) a process assessment
framework for analyzing software processes from the compre-
hension and reverse engineering point of view.

1998 ACM Computing Classification System:D.2.9, D.2.2,
D.2.5, D.2.7

Keywords and Phrases:Software process, reverse engineer-
ing, pair programming, unit testing, refactoring, evolutionary
design, collaborative work.

Note:Work carried out under projects SEN 1.1,Software Ren-
ovationand SEN 1.3,Domain-Specific Languages.

1. Introduction

Every software development team will at some point be con-
fronted with the question how to organize the development
process throughout a system’s life cycle. A major cost factor
in the life cycle of a software system isprogram understand-
ing [11]: trying to understand an existing software system for
the purpose of planning, designing, implementing, and testing
changes. This suggests that paying attention to program com-
prehension issues in software process could well pay off in
terms of higher quality, longer life time, fewer defects, lower
costs, and higher job satisfaction.

Software process in relation to program understanding and
reverse engineering technologies raises the following ques-
tions:

� How should we organize our process if we want to
strengthen the team’s program comprehension capabili-
ties?

� How should we organize our process if we want to opti-
mize the code’s understandability?

� What (new) directions in software process can we iden-
tify in order to leverage advances in program understand-
ing and reverse engineering research?

� What (new) directions in comprehension or reverse en-
gineering research can we identify in order to strengthen
their usefulness for industrial software processes?

These are long term research questions, without simple an-
swers. In order to contribute to answering these questions, we
will direct our attention to one particular software process:ex-
treme programming(XP) [2]. XP is characterized by short cy-
cles, incremental planning, evolutionary design, and its ability
to response to changing business needs. It strongly relies on
oral communication, and uses tests and source code to com-
municate system structure and intent. From the comprehen-
sion perspective, XP is a process worth studying for at least
two reasons:

� First, source codeplays a dominant role in almost every
XP step: Code is documented via test code rather than
via prose, the tests themselves are code rather than input
data, code is improved continuously to keep the overall
design simple, and such code refactorings even replace
an explicit design phase.

� Second, teamcommunicationis an explicit XP value.
Software coding is always done in (rotating) pairs, the
two people working together and discussing the way they
are implementing a given feature. Moreover, planning is
done by the complete development team discussing the
impact of each of the feature requests.
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The emphasis XP puts on people and source code suggests that
the need of people to understand pieces of code is at the very
heart of XP, making it an interesting case study in analyzing
the role comprehension can play in software process.

In this paper, we will carefully analyze the role of pro-
gram understanding in XP. To that end, we have selected five
key practices of XP: pair programming, unit testing, refactor-
ing, simple design, and planning as a team activity. For each
of these, we analyze the comprehension risks and opportuni-
ties, looking at the effect on the team (whether and how the
team gets a better understanding of the code) as well as on the
source code (whether and how the code gets more understand-
able). To conduct this analysis, we look at (1) the published
literature on XP [2, 23, 3]; (2) on line discussion fora cover-
ing XP subjects;1 and (3) our own experiences made during
an ongoing extreme programming project.2

We consider the following the most important contributions
of this paper. First, from our analysis of XP we are able to
identify a series of promising new research areas in the field
of program comprehension. Second, we identify several new
application perspectives for reverse engineering technology.
Third, our critical analysis of XP enables us to formulate re-
search questions that could help resolve some of the uncer-
tainties surrounding XP. And finally, we return to the general
issue of software process, and propose a framework for assess-
ing software processes from the comprehension and reverse
engineering points of view.

1.1. Releated Work

Wong analyzes the impact reverse engineering technology can
have on software process [36]. He proposes the notion ofcon-
tinuous program understanding, in which reverse engineering
tools are used continuously to find abstractions and move them
forward during software evolution.

Software maintenance is an an area in which it is widely
accepted that both program comprehension and an adequate
software process are key success factors. An often quoted
figure is that 40–60% of the time spent on software main-
tenance is used for program understanding [32, 11]. In his
text book on software maintenance, Pigoski describes a rec-
ommended process following a modification request through
stages such as analysis, design, coding, testing, and installa-
tion [32]. Pigoski’s book does not deal with the questions
how the recommended steps are related to program compre-
hension, and what can be done to optimize for program com-
prehension throughout the software maintenance process.

Several articles describe processes that can be followed
during reverse or re-engineering projects [5, 34]. Such pro-

1Most notably, theC2 wiki atwww.c2.com/cgi/wiki andgroups.
yahoo.com/group/extremeprogramming/ .

2The project involves the construction of commercial program
understanding tools by theSoftware Improvement Group: www.
software-improvers.com/ .

cesses are an important tool for carrying out these projects in a
managed and predictable way. They do not, however, address
the issue how to organize the software development process in
order to set conditions favorable for program comprehension.

Naturally, many software development processes include
elements that are essential for program understanding, and
only some of these are used in XP as well. For example,
Humphrey stresses the importance of inspections, software
quality assurance, and testing [21]. The Rational Unified Pro-
cess emphasizes short iterations, architecture centric software
development, and use cases [26]. An explicit analysis of soft-
ware processes in view of their support for program compre-
hension does not appear to be available.

Key publications on extreme programming [2, 23, 3] cover
many issues related to comprehension, such as code express-
ing intent, feedback from the system, and tests to document
code. Several publications on XP deal with topics that are
close to program comprehension, such as pair program and
refactoring [35, 17]. However, an explicit account of what
program comprehension means to XP (and vice versa) is not
available: a gap we are trying to bridge with the current paper.

2. Background

2.1. Program Understanding

We define3 program understanding (comprehension) asthe
task of building mental models of an underlying software sys-
tem at various abstraction levels, ranging from models of
the code itself to ones of the underlying application domain,
for software maintenance, evolution, and re-engineering pur-
poses[29]. Studies indicate that more than half of the pro-
grammer’s task during maintenance is involved in program
understanding [11].

In this paper, we will be particularly involved with pro-
gram understanding duringsoftware evolution, which Benett
and Rajlich define as a particular phase in software main-
tenance [6]. They distinguish between initial development,
repeated software evolution, servicing, phase out, and close
down. Initial development in extreme programming is very
short (a couple of weeks only), after which an XP project en-
ters the software evolution phase.

An important research area in program understanding deals
with the cognitive processes involved in constructing the men-
tal model of a software system (see, e.g., [27]). A com-
mon element of such cognitive models is generating hypothe-
ses about code and investigating whether they hold or must
be rejected. Severalstrategiescan be used to arrive at rele-
vant hypothesis, such as bottom up (starting at the code), top
down (starting from a high-level goal and expectations), and
opportunistic combinations between the two [11]. Strategies

3The definitions in this section are also discussed on line at thewiki at
www.program-transformation.org/re/ .
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Pair programming Production code is developed by pairs of programmers
Testing Unit tests and acceptance tests are run continuously
Refactoring Continuously improve the design without changing the functionality
Simple Design The guiding design principle is to do the simplest thing that could possibly work
Planning Game Development estimates user stories, and business prioritizes them
Collective ownership Developers can modify any piece of code
Continuous integration Integrate changes immediately instead of developing them in separate branches
40-hour week Programmers work 40 hours max., to keep them fresh and creative
On site customer A customer is on th team to discuss feature requests and domain concepts
Frequent releases Release code into production as often as possible
System metaphor Simple shared story of how the system works
Coding standards Ensure agreement on simple coding conventions

Figure 1. The twelve key practices of Extreme Programming

guide two understanding mechanisms that produce informa-
tion: chunkingcreates new, higher level abstraction structures
from chunks of lower level structures, andcross referencing
relates different abstraction levels [27]. We will see how the
XP practices relate to these program understanding theories.

The construction of mental models at different levels of
abstraction can be supported by reverse engineering tools in
order to (1) identify a system’s components and interrelation-
ships; and (2) create representations of a system in other forms
or higher levels of abstraction [9]. We will explore how re-
verse engineering tools fit in naturally in the XP process.

An emerging research area in reverse engineering and pro-
gram understanding issoftware process[30]. A software
process can be defined asthe coherent set of policies, orga-
nizational structures, technologies, procedures and artifacts
that are needed to conceive, develop, deploy, and maintain a
software product[20]. Software process involves technical,
methodological, organizational and economic issues [20].

2.2. An XP Primer

Extreme Programming (XP) is a light-weight methodology for
teams of approximately 10 people developing software in the
face of vague or rapidly changing requirements [2]. XP builds
upon various existing and common sense practices and princi-
ples, but applies these to extreme levels. For example, code
review, testing, designing, and refactoring are donecontin-
uously, rather than at dedicated phases of the software pro-
cess only. XP assumes that the development team makes use
of modern development environments (Smalltalk, Java), and
aims at taking maximal advantage of the resulting benefits.

XP is performed in shortiterations, which are grouped into
largerreleases. The planning process is depicted as a game
in which business and development determine the scope of
releases and iterations. The customer describes features via
user stories, informal use cases that fit on an index card. The
developers estimate each of the user stories. User stories are

the starting point for the planning, design, implementation,
and acceptance test activities conducted in XP.

The 12 key practices of XP are listed in Figure 1. We will
study the first five in considerable detail in the next sections.

3. Pair Programming

Pair programming means thatall production code is written
with two people looking at one machine, with one keyboard
and one mouse[2]. It is the pair’s job is to write the tests
and production code for a given user story. To that end, they
discuss design issues, as well as the particular piece of code
they are looking at. While the developer holding the keyboard
is entering code, his partner is conducting an immediate code
review, thinking about the overall design, additional test cases,
and potential simplifications.

3.1. Comprehension Benefits

One way in which pair programming affects comprehension is
thatpair programmers explore a larger number of alternatives
than a single programmer alone might do.[16]. The partners
may have different backgrounds and experiences, and differ-
ent strategies for solving particular sets of problems. Their
combined strengths help them when understanding existing
code. Moreover, when designing for change they may come
up with ideas that neither of them would have found when
working individually. Thus, pair programming might be de-
scribed as a form ofdistributed cognition, in that multiple par-
ties participate in the development of a final theory [33].

A consequence of this is that pair programming should re-
sult in better code. Indeed, several studies into the effects of
pair programming have been conducted [16, 35, 10], which
report that pair programming results in better code, fewer de-
fects, better design, better team building [35, 10]. Moreover,
code written by two programmers together is more readable
than code written by one programmer only [31].
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Concerning team building, XP requires that programmers
frequently change partner. As a result,system knowledge is
shared between the teamrather than isolated with some key
programmers. Moreover,when modifying existing code it will
rarely happen that both partners are new to the code to be
changed.When deciding with whom to pair when starting to
work on a particular task, a programmer will try to find a part-
ner that is more or less familiar with the code affected, for the
simple reason that it will save time. Thus, an XP programmer
is likely to have someone else’s code explained to him, rather
than having to understand it all alone.

Another consequence of pair rotation is thatpair program-
mers can monitor and learn from each other’s program com-
prehension strategies. Pairing forces a programmer to think
aloud, making the comprehension strategy followed explicit
to the programming partner. This not only helps him to under-
stand a given piece of code, but also to see how others attack a
program that is hard to grasp. At the same time, the mere act
of thinking aloud may help the programmer to understand the
source code more quickly.

An XP practice related to pair programming is that all pro-
grammers share one room. Thus,pair programming makes
it possible to overhear other programmers code comprehen-
sion discussions and join them when needed.In our project,
it happened regularly that a programmer jumped into discus-
sions concerning code he checked in a while ago, and started
explaining what he had done. In some cases this resulted in
spontaneous design discussions concerning more fundamen-
tal aspects of the system than just the given code.

3.2. Comprehension Risks

XP assumes that pair programming replaces explicit code re-
views. To quote Beck, “if code reviews are good, we’ll review
code all the time” [2, p. xv]. It is, however, questionable
whether the several reported benefits of code review are still
applicable if it is done “all the time”. Such reviews are short,
intense, organized sessions, specifically focused on finding
and removing errors [19], which is quite different from pair
programming. Therefore, XP’s decision to refrain from ex-
plicit code reviews is a potential risk: it may, for example, be
the case that pair programming with separate explicit review
sessions yield better results, or can be used to find different
types of problems [22].

Another concern related to pair programming might be the
costs, which at first may seem to be twice as high as with
single programming. Studies have shown that this is not the
case [35, 10]. In addition to quality considerations mentioned
above, a pair is more productive than a single programmer. As
result, the total increase of development time is 15%, rather
than 100% – not counting time saved due to the increased
quality. In our project, we felt that one reason for the produc-
tivity gain is that the partner “feeling best” is doing the typing
and determining the speed, reducing the loss of productivity

due to, e.g., tiredness of one of the programmers.

4. Unit Testing

Unit testing is at the heart of XP. Unit tests are written by the
developers, using the same programming language as used to
build the system itself. Tests are small, take a white box view
on the code, and include a check on the correctness of the re-
sults obtained, comparing actual results with expected ones.
Tests are an explicit part of the code, they are put under revi-
sion control, and all tests are shared by the development team
(any one can invoke any test). A unit test is required to run in
almost zero time. This makes it possible (and recommended)
to run all tests before and after any change, however minor the
change may be.

Testing is typically done using a testing framework such
as junit developed by Gamma and Beck [4]. The framework
caters for invoking all test methods of a test class automati-
cally, and for collecting test cases into test suites. Test results
can be checked by invoking any of theassertmethods of the
framework with which expected values can be compared to
actual values. Testing success is visualized through a graph-
ical user interface showing a growing green bar as the tests
progress: as soon as a test fails it becomes red.

The XP process encourages writing a test class for every
class in the system. The test code / production code ratio may
vary from project to project but can be as high as 1:1. XP
prescribes to testeverything that could possibly break[23].
Moreover, XP encourages programmers to use tests for doc-
umentation purposes, in particular if an interface or method
is unclear, if the implementation of a method is complicated,
if there are circumstances in which the code should work in
a special way, and if a bug report is received [2]. In each of
these situations, the test is writtenbeforethe corresponding
method is written (or modified).

Moreover, test can be added while understanding existing
code. In particular, whenever a programmer is tempted to type
something into a print statement or debugger instruction, XP’s
specifically advises to write a test instead and add it to the
system’s test suite [4].

4.1. Comprehension Benefits

First, XP’s testing policy encourages programmers to explain
their code using test cases.Rather than explaining the behav-
ior of a function using prose in comments or documentation,
the extreme programmer adds a test describing that behavior.

Second,the requirement that all tests must run 100% at all
times, ensures that the documentation via unit tests is kept up-
to-date. With regular technical documentation and comments,
nothing is more difficult than keeping them consistent with
the source code. In XP, all tests must pass before and after ev-
ery change, ensuring that what the developer writing the tests
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intended to communicate remains valid.
Third, adding unit tests provides a repeatable program

comprehension strategy. If a programmer needs to change
a piece of code with which he is not familiar, he will try to
understand the code by inspecting the test cases. If these do
not provide enough understanding, the programmer will try to
understand the nature of the code by developing and testing a
series of hypotheses, as we have seen in Section 2.1. The ad-
vise to write tests instead of using print statements or debugger
commands applies here as well:hypotheses can be translated
into unit tests, which then can be run in order to confirm or
refute the hypotheses. Also observe that such test cases are
added to the system’s test suite. Thus,the test suite acts as a
log of the hypotheses used to understand a particular piece of
code, making them available to other team members as well.

Fourth,a comprehensive set of unit tests reduces the com-
prehension space when modifying source code. To a certain
extent a programmer can just try a change and see whether the
tests still run. This reduces the risks and complexity of con-
ducting a painstakingly difficult impact analysis. Thus, the
XP process attempts to minimize theneedfor building up a
mental model of certain program parts since the test help the
programmer to see that these parts are not affected by the cur-
rent code modifications.

The XP testing process not only affects the way the team
works, it also has a direct effect on the understandability of
the production code written [23, p.199].Writing unit tests
requires that the code tested is split into many small methods
each responsible for a clear and testable task.

If the tests are written after the production code, it is likely
that the production code is difficult to test. For that reason, XP
requires that the unit tests are writtenbeforethe code (the “test
first” approach). In this way,testing code and production code
are written hand-in-hand, ensuring that the production code is
set up in a testable manner.

4.2. Comprehension Risks

Using tests for documentation leads to the somewhat paradox-
ical situation that in order to understand a given piece of code
a programmer has to read another piece of code. Thus, to sup-
port program comprehension, XP increases the code base by
up to 100%, code that needs to be maintained as well. In our
project, we experienced that maintaining such test code re-
quires special skills and refactorings, some of which we have
described in [15].

Another concern is that XP uses the tests (in combination
with oral communication and code written to display intent) as
a replacementfor technical documentation. The word “doc-
umentation” is mentioned once in Beck’s, where he explains
why he decidednot to write documentation [2, p. 156]. For
addressing subjects not easily expressed in the tests or code of
the system under development, atechnical memorandumcan
be written [12], These are short (one or two pages) papers ex-

pressing key ideas and motivations of the design. However, if
the general tendency is not to write documentation, it is un-
likely that the technical memoranda actually get written, leav-
ing important decisions undocumented.

A final concern is that some types of code are inherently
hard to test, the best known examples being user interface and
database code. In our project, we had trouble building tests
for the code listening to an input queue interfacing with the
mainframe. Writing tests for such code requires skill, expe-
rience, and determination. This will not be always available,
leaving the hardest code without tests and thus without docu-
mentation.

5. Refactoring

A refactoringis a change made to the internal structure of soft-
ware to make it easier to understand and cheaper to modify
without changing its observable behavior [17, p.53]. Fowler
has collected a catalog of refactorings, which range from very
simple modifications to more substantial changes compris-
ing several different smaller refactorings. Many of the larger
refactorings deal with the introduction of design patterns into
the software, such asReplace Type code with State/Strategy,
which replaces enumerated constants by a dynamic state.

Refactorings are applied whenbad smellsare detected in
the code, such asduplicated code(which violates theonce and
only oncerule), long method, feature envy(when a method
seems more interested in the features of a class other than the
one the method is actually in) orswitch statements[17].

To apply a refactoring, unit tests for the code affected are
needed in order to ensure that the functionality of the code is
not changed. Such tests are run before and after each refactor-
ing. The refactorings themselves are applied iteratively and in
small steps, running tests in between. When writing the code
for a user story, the developers search for potential refactor-
ings both before they start and after they are finished.

5.1. Comprehension Benefits

The primary goal of refactoring is to make the code more un-
derstandable. Explicitly including refactoring in the process
gives programmers the right to improve their code, even un-
der time pressure.

Next, a catalog of smells and refactorings provides pro-
grammers with a vocabulary to discuss their program under-
standing: they can recognize bad programming structures and
have ways to improve these.

Most interestingly, refactoring can also act as a way of
helping developers to understand the programs they are mod-
ifying. To quote Fowler [17, p.56],

I use refactoring to help me understand unfamiliar
code. When I look at unfamiliar code, I have to try
to understand what it does. I look at a couple of lines
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and say to myself, oh yes, that’s what this bit of code
is doing. With refactoring, I don’t stop at the mental
note. I actually change the code to better reflect my
understanding, and then I test that understanding by
rerunning the code to see if it still works.

Early on I do refactoring like this on little de-
tails. As the code gets clearer, I find I can see things
about the design that I could not see before. (...)
When I am studying code I find refactoring leads
me to higher levels of understanding that otherwise
I would miss.

The comprehension theories covered in Section 2.1 can
help us understand what Fowler is saying. In the bottom up
strategy, a programmer is building a mental model of a piece
of code by deriving several representations at different levels
of abstraction from it, for which chunking is a key activity.
Refactoring helps to make the chunks explicit. The program-
mer can use a catalog of familiar refactorings in order to make
the higher-level chunks visible in the code — which then helps
him or her to arrive at the next level of abstraction.

In the top down strategy, refactoring may help as well. For
example, a programmer may expect the use of a certain design
pattern. He will search the code for it, and if necessary refactor
the code in order to make the use of that design pattern more
explicit. If the pattern is not yet used, he or she will refactor
the code so that it follows the design pattern.

Moreover,each refactoring corresponds to a hypothesis
that a given change should not alter the functionality of the
code, which can be verified by checking that the existing unit
tests, still pass after the refactoring.

In short,refactoring provides a systematic program com-
prehension strategy: a developer can start with simple refac-
torings, gradually trying to simplify the code until he under-
stands the code and sees why it is structured the way it is. In
addition to that, during refactoring the developer is actually
modifying code himself,which helps him to internalize the
structure of that code.

5.2. Comprehension Risks

Software improvement has a subjective element to it: what is
good to one is ugly to another. The same holds for program
comprehension: what is intuitive and clear to one programmer
may be hard to follow for another. In combination with col-
lective code ownership, this may lead to conflicting refactor-
ings applied repeatedly to the same piece of code. Moreover,
as more code gets changed, more programmers need to re-
understand software they once understood, even if there where
no functional changes.

Another comprehension concern is the way in which XP
deals with comments. Fowler’s book on refactoring includes
a chapter on bad smells, which also discusses the use of com-
ments. Fowler observes that although comments are not a bad

smell, they are often used as a “deodorant,” and recommends
to refactor bad code instead of commenting it [17]. The risk
clearly is that this may lead to not writing comments at all.
More specific advice is given by McConnell [28], who basi-
cally agrees by stating thatcomments done well can greatly
enhance a program’s readability; Comments done poorly can
actually hurt it. and then continues to spend 40 pages with
specific guidelines for writing comments well.

6. Evolving a Simple Design

XP’s design philosophy is minimalistic and pragmatic. It does
not start with a full up-front analysis and design: instead, it
only requires a quick analysis of the entire system and then
begins working on the first iteration, building the smallest use-
ful system in approximately three weeks. Moreover, XP does
not distinguish between analysts, architects and programmers:
every developer is responsible for both design and program-
ming. Furthermore, developers evolve a design by continually
simplifying the existing code base through refactoring. Thus,
instead of a significant design effort up front by a small group
of people, XP opts for a little design at every modification,
done by who ever is implementing the change.

XP aims at arriving at the the simplest design that runs all
the acceptance tests.Simplestis defined as follows [2]:

� The code and tests together communicate everything the
developer wanted to communicate;

� The system contains no duplicate code;

� It has the fewest possible classes;

� Each class has the fewest possible methods.

Because of this requirement for simplicity, generalizations
not needed to get the current acceptance tests running are not
implemented. Thus, class structures promising simplifications
in forthcoming iterations or features potentially needed at a
later stage are not taken into account in the design. XP takes
the position that such generalizations are costly to build and
to maintain. They will be implemented only when they are
needed to eliminate code duplication in thecurrentsystem.

In XP, the design is generally not explicitly documented.
Software diagrams tend to get associated with heavyweight
processes, in which a lot of time is spent on drawing and main-
taining diagrams that are not actually used. Fowler suggest
that UML diagrams in XP can be used to explore a design be-
fore starting to work on a task or iteration [18]. He advises
to draw diagrams only if they can be kept up to date with lit-
tle effort, to put these drawings on places where everyone can
see them, and to throw them away as soon as they are not used
anymore. They are not artifacts that have to be maintained.

The habit of not documenting designs is expressed by the
XP rule that “the source code is the design”. This suggests a
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strong relationship with reverse engineering tools, which we
explore in Section 8.

6.1. Comprehension Benefits

XP vehemently fights over-designs. It asserts that the total
costs spent on the construction, maintenance and understand-
ing of such over-designs are higher than the benefits gained
from those situations in which the generalization does come
of use. The obvious comprehension benefit of this approach
is that in order to understand functionality it is not necessary
to wade through all sorts of generalizations that may come in
of use at a later stage.

This design philosophy is only possible if

� The team already has a good understanding of the ex-
isting code base, so that the team can quickly act if, for
example, significant redesign is necessary;

� The code itself is in good shape, making it easy to modify
when new features require this.

As we have seen, the other XP practices of unit testing, pair
programming and refactoring aim at achieving exactly this.
Thus,“design for today” leverages program comprehension,
taking advantage of the way in which the other XP practices
support program comprehension. The result is maximal sim-
plicity for today’s design, which in turn contributes to program
comprehension itself.

6.2. Comprehension Risks

In XP, the design activity is distributed among many different
people, each with his own preferences or earlier experiences.
The result may be a mixture of design styles, resulting in a
lack ofconceptual integrity, the most important consideration
in system design according to Brooks [8]. XP’s defense is the
system metaphor, which is the guiding principle of how the
system works. The notion of metaphor is not unproblematic,
though. Fowler, for example, states “I still don’t think I’ve
seen metaphor explained in a convincing manner” [18], while
Jeffrieset al. confess that “creating a good metaphor for your
program is something we can’t yet teach you to do—-we man-
age to do it about half the time we try” [23].

We have seen that XP tries to benefit from the fact that the
team is good in understanding and modifying the current code
base: there is no need to worry about potential future changes,
and time is saved by maintaining neither design documents
nor technical documentation. But what if half way the project
comprehension conditions get less favorable? What happens
when several people leave, or what if the refactorings done
or test cases written turn out to be inadequate? XP plays it
high risk / high return: if it works, you save time and money
and develop at high speed; if things turn out not to work, you
are left to your own devices, without even the normal defense
mechanisms such as explicit design and documentation.

7. The Planning Game

Planning in XP is an activity in which the development team
and business decide on what to do in eachrelease (3–6
months) anditeration (1–3 weeks)

A release starts with anexplorationphase, in which busi-
ness and development discuss what the system should eventu-
ally do. Business writesstoriesfor feature requests, and devel-
opment estimates how long each story will take to implement.
If a story is too complex to estimate, it is split into smaller
stories. In the subsequentcommitmentphase the stories are
ordered by business priority. These stories then get imple-
ment in the longest, so-calledsteeringphase, which consists
of a series of small iterations. The beginning of each iteration
acts as a planning synchronization point, and can be used to
add or delete stories and to adjust estimates if necessary [2].

The iteration structure is similar to the release structure.
In the (short) exploration phase, the team translates this iter-
ation’s stories into tasks – pieces of work that can be imple-
mented in a couple of days. During the commitment phase,
programmers sign up for tasks, and estimate how long the
task will take to implement. During the steering phase, tasks
get implemented, progress is measured, completed stories are
verified via functional tests, and the division of tasks may get
adjusted depending on the progress [23].

7.1. Comprehension Benefits

The developers and the understanding they have of the ex-
isting code base play an important role in XP’s planning ap-
proach Thus, collaborative planning first of allreduces the
likelihood of unexpected complications, as knowledge of the
code base is taken into account during planning.

Moreover, both the release planning and each iteration
planning start with team-wide discussions on the estimated ef-
fort needed for the stories and the way to split each story into
clear tasks. This has the effects that theteam shares its un-
derstandingof what is meant by each of the stories, as well as
the design issues involved in breaking up the story into tasks.
This sharing can easily result in design discussions,helping
the team to identify the weak spots in the code, potentially
leading to new refactoring tasks.

7.2. Comprehension Risks

XP lacks an explicit design phase, in which the consequences
of several alternatives are analyzed and compared. Jeffrieset
al. suggest to organizequick design sessions[23], but these
are so quick (“ten minutes is ideal”), that it is hardly possible
to understand the consequences of a single design option. In
our project it happened several times that bad designs creeped
into the system, which then stayed in the code for a while be-
fore we could manage to refactor them away. Making design
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a more visible activity in the process would have helped to
avoid a number of these (in retrospect) bad decisions.

8. Lessons Learned

In the previous sections we have analyzed XP from the pro-
gram comprehension perspective. In this section, we summa-
rize the lessons learned.

Program Comprehension Research Directions Our study
into how XP helps programmers in constructing mental mod-
els of the software, raises several interesting program compre-
hension research directions:

� How can tests be used to record program understanding?
Can tests replace the traditional role of documentation?
Which category of hypotheses generated during program
comprehension can be captured into unit tests?

� How does a “test first” approach affect the understand-
ability of the production code?

� How can a process ofchangingcode help to internalize
the understanding of that code? What sort of chunks or
other aspects of the mental model constructed during un-
derstanding can be made explicit through refactorings?

� How does working in pairs affect program understand-
ing? Can we use the discussions between pair partners
to improve our models of how program understanding
works in the mind?

These are important and promising areas of further research,
which, to the best of my knowledge, so far have attracted lit-
tle or no attention from the program comprehension research
community.

Reverse Engineering Application Perspectives The tradi-
tional application area for reverse engineering is legacy sys-
tems: over the years software has become hard to understand
and modify, and recovering system structures at higher levels
may help dealing with this unpleasant situation.

The XP process gives reverse engineering a much more
pro-active role. In XP,the source code is the design. Instead
of spending time writing documentation that gets out of date
all too soon, XP is satisfied with just inspecting the source. In
some cases this will take longer than reading documentation,
but this is compensated for by the time saved by not having to
maintain that documentation. In this way, XP formalizes what
is the de facto standard in many projects anyway.

For such source inspections, XP projects rely on tools such
as the Java or Smalltalk development environments, or the re-
verse engineering capabilities of TogetherJ4 or RationalRose5.

4www.togethersoft.com
5www.rational.com

Reverse engineering research has more to offer than just
these tools, and many XP projects could benefit from that.
System browsers with architecture extraction capabilities
(such as PBS [7] or DocGen [13]) could help to make it easier
to navigate through the design. Design patterns in the code can
be made explicit using techniques from [24]. Moreover, refac-
toring could be supported by smell detectors, such as clone
detection tools for finding duplicated code [1, 25].

The deployment of such tools could also help to widen the
scope of projects to which XP applies, bringing legacy sys-
tems within reach of XP. The tool and process implications
this involves are discussed in [14].

A key lesson is that reverse engineering techniques should
not be simply inserted into the software process, but that they
should be tightly integrated with the entire process. Thus,
the use of reverse engineering tools should be supported by
a comprehensive testing process, to augment the reverse engi-
neering results. Moreover, reverse engineering tools should be
supported by well-established means of team communication,
such as pair programming. This also opens up new reverse
engineering research directions, such as the use of testing to
support reverse and re-engineering processes, or the genera-
tion of test cases to populate a test suite for a legacy system.

Extreme Programming Revisited We have analyzed the
risks and opportunities of XP from the program comprehen-
sion perspective. What is the overall evaluation?

The most important benefits seem to be in pair program-
ming, unit testing, and refactoring. These are practices that
could be adopted in all sorts of processes, not necessarily in
an XP-context. The focus on simplicity and the involvement
of developers in the planning process are other aspects posi-
tively affecting comprehension without much risk.

The highest risks seem to be in the lack of a design phase
or document, and in the extreme way in which “design for
today” has to be adopted. In order to get the most benefit out
of XP, these practices must be followed. If the project gets
into trouble, however, there are few fall back scenarios, as the
project may end up in an undocumented system that is hard to
modify and not prepared for the changes of tomorrow.

Providing a conclusive overall evaluation is virtually im-
possible as there is very little hard data about the effects of
the various XP practices. XP is largely based on anecdotical
success stories, for example in the Chrysler Comprehensive
Compensation project (see [23]). The only experiments we are
aware of analyze the effects of pair programming [16, 35, 10].
This is an important weakness of XP, and one of the reasons
why XP faces significant resistance.

Setting up convincing experiments to assess the XP prac-
tices is expensive, as this typically involves developing soft-
ware using XP and non-XP processes in two separate groups,
under otherwise similar conditions. Before such costly exper-
iments can be conducted, it is necessary to have a clear un-
derstanding of what risks or benefits should be measured, and
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how the results of such measurements should be interpreted.
We believe that our analysis can help to achieve exactly

this. We have analyzed XP from one particular perspective,
program comprehension. We have isolated many individual
risks and benefits, and for each of them experiments can be
devised in order to grasp the true effects of the corresponding
practice. As such, this paper can also be seen as a series of
potential empirical study topics and research questions that
could help to resolve many of the controversies of XP.

Software Process Design The program comprehension as-
sessment we have conducted for XP can be repeated for other
processes. The steps involved include selecting the practices
that are most relevant to program comprehension, identify-
ing the risks and benefits for these practices, and an overall
evaluation resulting in potential research questions. Processes
that come to mind for such an assessment are the (Rational)
Unified Process (RUP), the Dynamic Systems Development
Method (DSDM), and the Team Software Process (TSP).

We have seen that the practices of XP can have a profound
effect on program comprehension, and we expect that certain
practices of other processes and the way in which they are
combined will have similar effects. This strongly suggest that
we can influence program comprehension by the sort of pro-
cess we choose.

This also suggests that program comprehension should be
an explicit element of the software process. The most explicit
route would be to make program comprehension a manage-
ment concern. That is, project management should care about:

� Measuring the understandability of code through soft-
ware metrics including McCabe or size metrics, effort
measurements, such as the time spent per feature imple-
mented when working on given part of the code, or qual-
ity criteria, such as coverage of the unit test suite.

� Listening to how the team perceives the understandabil-
ity of the system and the level of system understanding
it has acquired. This can be achieved by periodical inter-
views or checklists, in which team members express their
(subjective) opinion on code parts that are, for example,
inherently complex, or badly maintained, as well as their
own understanding of certain parts of the system.

� Organizing external comprehension assessments.

� Establishing process support for program comprehen-
sion. This includes a careful selection of the individual
practices, as well as a proper integration of reverse engi-
neering tools in the software process.

With such actions in place, program comprehension would
take a central role in the software development process. More-
over, the team would be able to assess and optimize their com-
prehension processes, based on the feedback obtained from
the comprehension measurements.

9. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have seen that extreme programming in-
cludes a number of practices that have a very interesting effect
on program comprehension: testing can help to get code that
is easier to understand, testing can be used to document pro-
gram understanding, refactoring can act as a program compre-
hension strategy, and planning sessions can help to spread the
design throughout the team. These constitute a largely unex-
plored territory of important program comprehension research
questions.

Second, including reverse engineering technology into the
software process requires that this process is adapted in var-
ious ways in order to give program comprehension a central
role. Thus, the benefits of reverse engineering tools should
be leveraged by devising a software process in which reverse
engineering is closely integrated with other practices, such as
testing, pair programming, and refactoring.

Third, reverse engineering technologies can play a key role
in extreme programming. XP relies on the source code as its
principal design document, and reverse engineering technolo-
gies can help to extract the design from the code. This can also
help to widen the scope of XP to the area of legacy systems.

Fourth, extreme programming is in need of empirical sup-
port. We have deconstructed the practices into individual risks
and benefits concerning program comprehension. These can
be used to design experiments for an empirical validation of
the program comprehension risks and benefits of XP.

Last but not least, program comprehension should be an
explicit element in the software process. Our study shows that
the practices such as those incorporated in XP can have a pro-
found effect on program comprehension. These effects should
play a role when devising the software process to be used in
a development project. We have sketched how program com-
prehension can become a management concern, by including
measurements to monitor and optimize the way in which the
the team understands code, as well as the understandability of
the resulting code base.
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